TRAFFIC PATTERN
Morning Drop-Off and Afternoon Pick-Up

To the left of the median: CARS ONLY
Keep outermost lane OPEN

To the right of the median: BUSES ONLY

TRAFFIC PATTERNS
Morning Drop-Off and Dismissal for Last Names A&B and L--P

Morning Drop-Off for All
Dismissal Location for Last Names A&B and L-P
Pull to the end of the median.
Yield to buses coming from the right of the median and any cars exiting to the left.
TRAFFIC PATTERNS
Dismissal for Last Names C--F and Q--T

Gym B
Dismissal Location
Last Names C-F and Q-T

Use left outer lane and pull up to
Gym B's doors/exit.

Yield to buses when exiting using
the outer lane towards the front of
the JH building.

TRAFFIC PATTERNS
Dismissal for Last Names G--K and U--Z

Faculty Parking Lot
Dismissal Location
Last Names G-K and U-Z

Proper egress must be
maintained at all times.

Yield to buses when exiting.